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Lucy Tsai

From: ? ? ?  []
Sent: Sunday, April 13, 2008 5:06 AM
To: Lucy Tsai
Subject: FW: Suprema Inc., FCC ID: TKWBIOSTATIONMFTC,  Assessment NO.: AN08T7816, 

Notice#1
Attachments: Operational description.pdf; Internal PHOTO.pdf

Dear Lucy, 
Good night. 
Do you have nice a weekend? 
I send the revised files below comments. 
 
Q#1:I send the operational description for RFID(see attached file. 
Q#2:Please see last page in the circuit, IC location number is U41. 
Q#3:Please see attached internal photos. 
Q#4:It will be not use any module type ,only it will be use USB type wireless(already have 
gotten a grant) Q#5:Yes, it is used with ferrite cor e. 
 
 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Lucy Tsai [mailto:lucy.tsai@ccsemc.com] 
Sent: Friday, April 11, 2008 2:26 PM 
To: ? ? ?  
Subject: FW: Suprema Inc., FCC ID: TKWBIOSTATIONMFTC, Assessment NO.: 
AN08T7816, Notice#1 
 
Dear Mr. Yang, 
 
Please address following issues. 
Q#1: The operational description provided is a product specification which doesn't acceptable. 
I have attached some downloaded from FCC website for your reference. Please have a check and 
provide an updated one. 
Q#2: Please double check if the RFID schematics has been included in the current schematics 
file. If it's there, please advise which page it is, or then please provide. 
Q#3: Please point out the RFID module and its antenna from the internal photos. 
Q#4: Page 71 of user manual, page 10 of schematics and test report have mentioned that it's 
an option to equip with a WLAN module. Please clarify whether this device has equipped with 
the WLAN module firstly. And please be noted that after grant, if additional WLAN module i s 
added, a new FCC ID is required. 
Q#5: As indicated in the EUT photos, two ferrite cores are attached onto the power cable, 
please confirm that these will be a part of package when placing to the market. 
 
Best Regards, 
 
Lucy 
 
The items indicated above must be submitted before processing can continue on the above 
referenced application. Failure to provide the requested information within 30 days of the 
original e-mail date may result in application dismissal and forfeiture of the filing fee. 
Also, please note that partial responses increase processing time and should not be submitted. 




